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he was exposed publicly4* in the marketI had a frieild who wound himself deep into
place, where he was pelted with dirt, spit my coqfideilce, and 1 believed him altogether
[Fromthe Letters of an Artist^
Published by
upon and kicked by the populace. Nei- worthy—he professed'devoted to me,
JAXlES K. REMICH.
thcr his services, nor his appearance, with cjid tae things to please. me,'said many
POMPEII AND HERCULANEUM.
Conditions—§1 5Q per annum, if paid in the
ig
day
yesterday
hls
grevy beard, could move any . things to flatted .me^waWl ways in my compaI had a most interesting
course of the first six months. g>2,00 if not paid un • wandering ewer the ruins of Pompeii.
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in the hearts of his barbarous ' ny when leisure ailowej. it—I thought the
_ __ ,n,1
‘ .
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hi’S scene some Friar WorM of him, aud-^-h^Ibok Hie first opportutil after the expiration of the year. And no papers I si(ie,
emadons that must arise in the mind , tormentors. During
Ode in defence of the nity Of cheating me most—- ------- -I will not
' * all. arrearages
1»
I of any traveler, on visiting such a scene as [
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discontinued until
are, paid.
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........... J
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rhyon'e, vworking
_
remnants of this once beautiful city, (beauti- /that pitch, that the■ poor Lmpecinado was of-;i \, Affairs more. particularly of_ the
----------heart make
----ful ev^n in ruins) many objects of the most; ten taken back to his dungeon without signs up always a good many pages in the history
) peculiar interest. You know that the best j °f ^fe ; my informant once saw him extended , of early life. I took it into my head that a
paintings discovered on the walls are removed ; ofl tbie ground, his white hairs stained with ' little girl who lived in the neighborhood, was
to the museum at Portici where access 15 ea-! blood, from the kicks and blows of the mob, absolutely and to all intents and purposes—OFFERS FOR SALE A GOOD ASSORTMENT OF
! sy, and where they may^be examined atleis-1 one °fhis eyes nearly out of his head, and in J an angel, ^hat she had no equal in this
Jure; but the workmen are still going on with I ^is state thrown again into prison, with only' world—was the most beautiful, bewitching,
i their arduous labor of removeing the dirt and ! bis scanty allowance of bread and water / A ' elegant, efheriM minded being that ever was
adapted to the season.
He has added to his stock of GOODS the ashes from the town, and every week leads I ^ew ^ys since he was u shot,” for having tak- ; sent below the clouds—I was sincere, and
to some
some new
new discovery.
discovery^ Yesterday
Yesterday we
we saw
SaW (■ en arms Jn defence of the Constitution, a- j confident? of this—I took every opportunity
whole stock of Mr. J. M. Hayes, a considerable to
part of which has been recently bought in Boston a painted wall, from which the rubbish was j gainst the French troops and the Defenders J of seeing her, and if, by dint of great courage
at Cash bargains. He will also open additional but half removed, and the effects it has on of the Faith. He however lives in the hearts and ingenuity 1 succeeded it afforded me a
NEW GOODS the first of the week, bought for the mind is indescribable. Graceful and ( of some of his countrymen—dreadful will be week’s happiness—these were all, necessary,
Cash very recently for him by Mr. J. M Hayes.
beautifully painted figures, in all the freshness, the day of retribution, when his Blood shall .Sunday occasions, when people IpQk as well
and. talk as prettily as possible/ . A’t last an
The whole comprising almost every article usu ¡ of their first state, are seen emerging from a demand and obtain Vengeance.
extra ôpportunity of seeing tKe ’’fair creature
ally called for of
bed, where they have lain for ages hidden
occured—1 was to go over to th'e farm on nil
: and unknown. Here are shops which fur
COTOPAXI.
nished the necessaries of life, theatres for aThis mountain is one of the loftiest of those I errand. An ambassador on his first intro
musement, temples for the worship of the ■ volcanoes of the Andes, which at recent'[ duction to the presence of a sovereign could
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■ duced from among the ruins, and displaying ; are covered with perpetual snows. The ab-1
pair of clean shoes under my arm which were
■
the
awful
spectacle
of
a
town
suddenly
arHe will sell at prices that he feels confident can
solute height of Cotopa^Js 18,776 feet, or I
not fail to be acceptable, as he bought the stock rested in all the business and bustle of world- three miles and a half^Wmsequently it is ’ to be carried to the farmer’s bars—and in
of Mr. Hayes ata discount from Boston Cash ly occupations ; and it is the more awful, be 2,GfMket, or a half a mile higher than Vjsuvi- ’ short I went as every lovesick blockhead goes
prices, and under the peculiar advantage of no ex- cause many of the paintings and works dis us wofld fee, were that mountain placed on , the first time to see his mistress—most partic
ularly fine, & feeling most particularly foolish.
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I gained the awful bars that brought me in
The public,
particularly the friends and piayed a moral degradation, which cannot be | js the most mi9Chievous of the volcanfies in the
customers of L..
Mr. Hayes, a;-c
are respectfully invited : contemplated without pain. Here LiCero ) kin iQm ofQuito anj its cx ios;ons t|ie most view of the more awful presence of my angel.
vunvu.w«vf
to continue?their custom to the store where L G. | spent much of his time, and here the philoso- I fl.eoV€nt an J disastrous. The masses of sco Stuck my old shoes Under a log, put On my
P. assures them they can continue to buy to their pes discoursed on the beauty of virtue, i ri% and
ofthis ■ new ones and went forward, after having
entire satisfaction. Country Traders will find it But how little were they able to do m tne yoleano> ;cover a surface of several square practised a bow or two. Walking leisurely
for their interest to call and buy.
great work of regenerating their fellow men ! | leagues, and would
- - form, were they
.heaped ‘ down the lane as neat’ the fence as possible, I
Kennebunk-Party Nov. 12, 1825.
Such licentious things are found painted on j together, a prodigious mountain. In 1738, |I met a drove of cows, and a girl dressed in a
the walls, and were executed in the more du the flames of Cotopaxi rose to 3000 feet, or 1j dirty linsey frock, barefoot, and with her
rable material of m arble, that the Neapolitans, upwards of half a mile, above the brink of the > mouth and bosom smeared with mush and
who are not particularly nice in such matters, crater. In 1744 the roaring of th^is volcano molasses ; driving them forward with sticks &
prevent strangers comeing in where they are was heard at the distance of 600 miles. On stones—I met the company ; heavens ! the
at work, for fear of some discovery that would the 4th of April, 1760, the quantity of ashes driver was my Sunday flame ; but what an
HAS just received, and is now opening a hand be revolting and disgusting. Were it not for ejected at the mouth of Cotopaxi, was so angel ! I threw my hat m the road—rumpled
my hair—stuck doth my shoes in the mud—
ere
these proofs of the true state of ,t
some and general assortment of
great, that it was dark till three in the after- and thought I was going crazy. I was never
is really something so beautif
n<
afterwards a very enthusiastic lover.
ure of the temples, so elcga’nt
The explosion which took place in 1803,
Ànotheï’ of the fine delusions of this K bank
all the buildings, and all the’
fe preceded by the sudden melting of the ‘ note world” is found in thé flatteries of fortments of the houses, that a mi
ows tyhich covered the mountain. For 20 ’ tune. A handsome leghey from a relative
which he will dispose of on the most favorable
with the contemplation of inn.oqen
ars before, no smoke or vapour, that could was to make me rich ; I felt myself grow eve
terms.
easily persuade itself that there,she h
be perceived, had issued from the crater; but ry day ; it was so fine a thing ; I nursed the
....AMONG WHICH ARE....
throne, and distributed her favours ; and that in a single night, the subterraneous fires be
Broad Cloths, Cassimeres., Flannels, Kersey,
here a race of beings dwelt who were intellec came so active, that at sunrise the external idea well, and probably reapt as much happi
Camblets, Scoth, Tartan and Caroline Plaids,
tual, refined and pure. I have been down in 1 walls of the cone, heated to a very considera- ness from the anticipation, as I ever should
Bombazetts, dark and light fancy Prints
to
the only remaining part of Herculaneum. I ble degree of temperature, appeared naked have reaped from the possession ; it ended in
Elegant Patterns, Muslins plain and figr’d ;
The excavations, you know, are all filled up i and of the dark colour which is peculiar to smoke; in bank stock 100 per cent below par.
Spool Cotton and Balls, Worsted Hose,
There is a plain, straight forward way of
for
foar of undermining the town and place * vitrified scoria. At the port of Guayaquil,
White and black Silk. Gloves, Kid & Leather do.
of Portici, which is built on the bed of lava (observes Humboldt,) fifty two leagues distant trudging through the world, and wé may as
Silk and Cotton Flag Hdkfs
that ¿bvers the ancient city. You are led in a straight line from the crater, we heard, well accustom ourselves to it first as last.
Woollen, Valencia and Silk Vestings,
Muslin Cravats, Linens, Longlawns,
through a good many dark passages (carry day and night, the noise of the volcano like Expecting nothing we shall not be disappoint
Copper Plates and Furniture, Crape Silks,
ing lights in your hand) which they make out the discharge of a battery ; and we distin ed; a little sceptical on many matters of ap
Plain and figr’d Cassimere Shawls, Mantles,
to be a theatre, but there is little to be ^een ; guished these tremendous sounds even on the pearance we shall reach the reality without
Surprise^ and the sooner we arrive at thé age
Merino Prints, Gimps, Twist and Silks,
and the cold and damp of the place, with the Pacific Ocean.
of reason, perhaps the better it will be for us.
Ribbons, Habit Buttons, Laces, Silk Braids,
hissing noise of scorpions around you, diminish
Cords and Crapes, black and Brown Linens,
a good deal of the pleasure of the visit.. W ere
THE WORLD*
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Cotton Shawls, Trimming and common Tapes,
i this the only remnant of a buried town to be
Not long ago an ox belonging to Mr. CusShirt Buttons, Cambricks, and articles to numer | seen, we should look at it with more interest, From the ^Sublime to the Ridiculous, there is but
a step—said Buonaparte.
tis Mallary, of Hamilton county, (Ind.) died of
ous to be mentioned.
’ but Pornpeii has all the charms of daylight
what is called the bloody murrain. . A neigh
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pressed a belief that there were leeches
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ed
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lava,
but
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see
Pompeii
opened
again
1
and Shirtings ;
distinct stages in its progression through opened in the presence of Dr. Palmer, Mt.
! to our view ; we can stand on the same pave- ¡.two
I
Tickings, Ginghams, Checks, Warp Yarn,
Potts, Mr. Minor, Mr. Mallary, and several
H
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asCotton Umbrellas, Combs; together with an
ment on which the ancients stood, and look a- s
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others.
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round over the same delicious scene, which ? different train of feelings.
sortment of
side, a black spot was discovered, in which
’
the
reign
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—
The
second
that
of
excited their admiration and inspired their
they made an incision, and took out a large
songs. I have not yet attended Vesuvius: j reason. In youth we are sentimentalists—in
leech—and on a thorough examination, three
...... ALSO......
I
age,
sometimes
misanthropes.
In
the
first
till my foot is quite well, I shall not attempt
A general assortment of SHOES ; such as it.
others were found, all perfectly secreted with
j
season
we
see
every
thing
superficially,
and
—From the appearance it has presented
the liver; alive and enjoying excellent
Denmark Satin, Morocco, and since I have been here, I should not have sus thro’ the medium of a warm and active imag in
health and provision. Traces of their cour
ination,
heated
with
the
fire
of
passion,
cher

pected it to be volcanic.
Leather.
ish hopes where there is no foundation, see ses through the liver in various directions
Together with a general assortment of
beauties where there are none, and excel were plainly seen. Now the question is, how
From a correspondent in Spain.
lence in perfection—but grown wiser by ex came they there ? Were they swallowed by
perience
—and aided by the triumph of rea- the ox ? and did they afterwards find a pas
EL EMPECINADO.
Don luan Martin, obtained the above name I son over the flickering and dying lights of im- sage or make one to the liver ? or are we to
in consequence of his various and success agination we sometimes go as far into the last ! suppose leeches to be a natural product of
ful undertakings against the French during as wé went into the first extreme. This pro- ’ the liver ? I am told they are often to be found
and1 ; , cess is a steady
one, but gen- in the liver of deer.—Ind. Gaz.
the war of Independence in 1808
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1814—he received 42 wounds in defence
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of his King and Country ; killed and took ; and results.
Hyson, Hyson Skin, £
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and Souchong
)
sidered the model of Guerilla Chiefs. He ' —The first distinct idea I had of the decep-■ knew an apprentice who saved money during
Sugar, Molasses, Coffee. Tobacco, Raisins ;
was a man of strict probity, and of excellent ■ tive nature of appearances was in the view of the first five months of his ^reedom, who did
A general assortment SPICES ;
morals—humane, brave, and generous to a ■ a distant landscape, it was beautiful—a very , not succeed ; and rarely knew one who did
A large lot prime CHEESE, Fish and Pork ;
All of which are offered for sale on the most fault; devoted to his country’s liberty, he ‘ paradise, made up of level and extensive succeed, who at the end of the same period
reasonable terms for Cash or Barter.
was every ready to sacrifice his quiet and re- meadows sprinkled over with clusters of trees, had run himself into debt.
Ladies and Gentlemen are invited to call and pose in its defence. By a decree of the King ; and a winding stream in the midst. 1 apexamine the above mentioned articles before they in 1815, he was allowed to take and use the proached it, and its charms vanished;
...... ......... 7 the
It is by imitation far more than by precept,
purchase elsewhere and repent when too late.
.w.agh
sirname of El Empecinado.
| plain was rou^
’ and uneven, weeds and’ bri- ‘that we learn every thing; and what we learn
Kennebunk-Port, Nov. 5, 1825.
lined" the hedges
: the fences were rude < thus, we .acquire not only more effectually,
On the late invasion by the French he a- ars
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_
gain took arftis and was one of the last to ca- ' and decaying $ the stream mu<iddy
_ and slug-! but more pleasantly. This formsour man
pitulate, trusting to the French honor. Since gish ; and the trees—they were common jners, our opinions, our lives. It is one of the
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links
society
it is a species of
the moment of his surrender he has been im- ones, just such as.grew every where. For
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-----of
--------;<7 7. prisoned
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of
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where
moment,
then
I
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whether
the
¡mutual
compliance,
without
constraint to
FEW Thousand
gale by
he has suffered every abuse and cruelty that world as it presented itself to a young mind j themselves, ano which is extremely flattering
GREL
DWELL.
man could suffer and live. Every Sunday was not altogether deceptive-.
Ito all.
Kennebunk, Nov. 3, i8i
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Mr. Kean, the English actor, who perfor for their reception-—they came oft' at the time
'WASHINGTON'S FAREWELL ADDRESS.
It was lately stated in the New York Na med with great applause at the New-York and appointed, and were hoisted in by a chair
tional Advopate, that the executors of the late Boston Theatres a few years since, and -who suspended from the main yard arm of the ship.
HEALTH" OF MOBILE.
Gen. Hamilton had commenced a suit in afterward returned to England, w here he was The General stood in the gangway with both
The Mobile Commercial Register of the chancery against Mr. Rufus King, for the re publicly convicted of an infamous crime, com arms opened ready to receive them, and his
Fl¿MJ.
HtheFrM b^
25th ult. says—“We are informed by a Mem covery of certain paper^vhich Gen. Hamilton mitted under the most aggravating circumstan son in the cabin to receive them there—such
ber of the board of health, that there^ are entrusted to his caie, at a moment of great ces, has again arrived in the United States joyful embracing I never saw. A salute was
from
now several cases of malignant fever, taken delicacy, ard which he had refused to give and made his appearance on the New-York fired of 27 guns. They all left the ship in
eiveeb
within a few day§.—Last week we had a few up. In reply to jbis statement, Mr. Charles stage. We copy the following account of his two hours. Midshipman Porter had thè hon- |j tParis.iP^
of t ie
days of cool weather and a white frost three King, in the abscence of his father, in a pub reception from the New-York Daily Adverti or of setting the ladies on board the steam fB
UutioM^; riscor
mornings in succession, but it has again be lication under his name in the New* York A- ser.—Con. Courant.
boat, and I, the General and Com. Morris, who
Jrotnth^.
come very warm, and there seems to be merican, declared that it was not true that the From the New-York Daily Advertiser, Nov. 16. as to accompany him to Paris. After they all
ê result oft À dis«
y0ui
more appearance of sickness. We believe executors of Gen. Hamilton had commenced
left the ship another salute was fired of 17
.Editor ot t
the physicians generally do not think it alto a sun.
guns, and the men cheered the General : we
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ibable reject epn b)
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against iur.
Mr. ivuiua
Rufus ivni£.
King,
nw x
.wwy THEATRE.
u.
x
gether prudent for strangers to come into the and that it was not tyue that certain papers | On Monday evening, agreeably to public then made all sail for Gibraltar. The end of
city at present We have scarce had a drop or any papers 'were entrusted bj^
Ham-■ notice, Mr. Kean made his first appearance at the first 24 hours it came on to blow a very
of rain for upwards of a month, and perhaps ilton to Mr. King’s care at any tim^^.He de Aho Park Theatre* The boxes, pn the first heavy gale; and being near to a lee shore' we
, Boyer, and tie r’<
cannot reasonably expect a radical change of clined making what had occurred a subject of and second row, had been previously taken were obliged to get a pilot and put into
twnalpurpoweather for the better until we are favoured newspaper discussion, but declared, if it by his friends, and early on Monday all the Cowes.”
with rain.
AgentlemarpfoB
should be made so by others, he would not pit tickets were disposed of, and notice placed
on the outside of the<loor, that no tickets could
fail to speak of it as it should deserve.
The following is an extract of a letter fro®
FEVER AGAIN AT NATCHEZ
We believe that it is true, however, that the be bad. About an hour before the time of an officer of the U. States. ship;N|rth Caro
¡it to Constai^tiriop
iraoi
performance,
all
the
avenues
leading
to
the
We regret to find it stated in a letter from family of Gen. Hamilton conceive that Mr.
bating tl>at e 1
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a
Natchez of the 14th ult. that the yellow fever King has in his possession certain papers, doors were choaked up, and the rush to ob
is attracted I
“
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great.
All
parts
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is raging in that country at a higher stage than left by Gen. Hamilton, on his decease, of
cre witnessm
Gibraltar Bay, 14 th Oct 1826. j
eor
’
it was ever known before; the people have' all which they are desirous to obtain possession, .the house were crammed long before the
nptyingof0
h o
/with
“Since we left the Rock our crew have
moved out of town, except those that are com and that the widow of Gen. Hamilton has curtain rose, and it was evident that it was
n sti*
pelled to stay. The deaths in Natchez, brought a suit in chancery against Mr. King. composed of materials which would not been very sickly, from drinking water which
reeks,
At the commencement of we took in at the island of Paros, and eating
taken
Dtso^
since the middle of September, are, on an As the friends of Mr. King have not. thought remain quiet.
jere Laverage, six every day, exclusive .of those in it necessary to publish any vindication of his the second scene, Mr. Kean appeared, when unripe fruit. We were so unfortunate as to '
the country, which were numerous and un conduct in the transaction, we know not the shouts of his friendsand the hootings of lose seven or eight of our men, and two offwhether there are in fact any papers, or if those unfriendly were almost deafening. He cers. Midshipmen Pleasonton and Hopkins,
j k Orleans papi
precedented.
«V. I. C0772u
Ln received!
• Jet N
Two or three stores were destroyed by fire any, on wrhat grounds he retains them. We bowed, and appeared anxious to address the the former of whom I believe you arc
are left to infer, that if Mr. King had received audience but the tumult was so great that no quainted with, and whose character stood so
at Edenton, N. C. on the 6th inst.
?
Lchusetts, fre m B(
any such trust, it is more faithfully performed thing could be heard. Mr. ^Simpson, the high in the estimation of all who knew him,
kvingonbor;)|d m
FREDERICKSBURG, (vA.) NOV. 5.
by keeping the papers, than by giving them manager, came forward, and with great diffi that it is useless for me to speak in his praise, k
Crawfori: iv
L others, wi O W£
up to persons to whom Gen. Hamiltion, if he culty was heard to say, that Mr. Kean wished It is with the greatest sorrow I have also to
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with several other gentlemen, entered a house that it is believed by Mrs. Hamilton that ing. When be retired, the uproar was renew on our passage from Napoli de Romania.
Io failures hi d ta
ed,
and
continued
throughout
the
whole
five
His
death
was
sincerely
regretted
by
all
the
among
these
pap
ers
i
s
a
copy
of
Washington
’
s
where gambling was understood to be going
xpected, on 1 ccou
on, and arrested Elias Brewer, a notorious farewell address,^»the handwriting of. her acts to such a degree that Mr. Kean’s voice officers of this ship, and particularly by the
husband,
which
dflBimstance
is
cOnsid^||yas
was
not
heard
during
the
whole
performance.
Midshipmen,
to
whom
he
was
a
severe
loss.
”
»dons,
whici- . pro
gambler and took from him bis table called a
f the New-YM n
Roulette, or Wheel of Fortune, with 213 dol evidence that this invaluable documeifl||was He frequently attempted, by his gestures, to
We have t
1
lars. Mr. Brewer was committed on the same Writ^n by Mr. Hamilton at the request of address the house, but it was impossible for
INCENDIARIES.
iter,
his
friends
to
obtain
for
him
a
hearing.
Dur

jerusal
of
a
I
General
Washington.
On
the
other
hand
we
night. He subsequently gave bail to take
Several reports have circulated within a
n the CrawfcM g
his trial this morning. This establishment., have heard it remarked, that, admitting the ing the piece, he was pelted with oranges, ap
few days of incendiary attempts to set fire in
ples,
&c.
At
the
close
of
the
play
he
was
an

(fthedisastciavhk
existence
of
such
a
copy,
it
does
not
^t(?ve
as it has since appeared, was not the only
different parts of the city. The facts upon
he.night oft! e 1st
one of the kind in town, and it was an unfor Gen. Hamilton to be the author of the ad nounced for Wednesday evening, in the char which the rumors were circulated however
acter
of
Othello,
amid
uproar
and
tumult.
¡very particu ar v?
tunate circumstance that the magistrates dress ; as it is understood that Gen. Washing
could be accounted for upon other supposi
jublished. ’he 1
ton
submitted
it
to
Mr.
Jay
for
his
remarks,
were not apprised in time of the, existancc of
tions. But this morning at J o'clock the door
¡trength of tl I e shi
To the Editor of the Daily Advertiser'.
another in the immediate neighborhood of the and his advice on the expediency of publish
of the counting room of the Courier printing
M
r
.
E
ditor
—
With
oppressed
feelings,
jf Capt Rati’ pone
ing
it,
and
as
nothing
can
be
more
probable
first mentioned.
office, in Congress Street, was discovered to[he officers a id cr
than that it should have befen submitted to heart-rending to my friends, and triumphant
be in fiâmes, -which was fortunately extin
he means of his {
The Savannah Republican of the Oth ins/, Gen-. Hamilton for the same purpose, and to my enemies, I make an appeal to that coun guished before much injury was done. The
ellow passer’|ers.
try
famed
for
hospitality
to
the
stranger,
and
that
he,
with
the
consent
of
Washington,
states that there had been much excitement in
fire was observed from the Centinel office, on
mercy
to
the
conquered.
Allow
me
to
say,
pie the ship i •con
that city for two or three days previous, in should take a copy of it, while it remained un
the opposite side of the street, and the discov
Sir,
whatever
are
my
offences,
I
disclaim
any
fiolence,
on 1 heb
decided
whether
it
should
be
published
in
consequence of the strange and mysterious
(¡¿ring any thing in the shape of ery saved the city from another confla
she previous 1I dr
disappearance of John M’Kinnon, Esq. an old his life time or not. Besides, the internal cv int
¿s the inhabitants of New- gration. The attempt was evidently mali
and respectable inhabitant. It appears Mr. idence, we believe, is generally considfi
I EXSFr' ffitt
eived me from the first with cious. The door of the Counting Room hask
M’Kinnon was at the Georgia Hotel, about very strong in the far most natural suppositi
a box attached to it inside, for the reception
On Saturc |yj
_
grateful
in
those
hours
to
my
7 o’clock on Saturday evening, where an elec that it was written by General Washi
of communications to which access might be
ted, in Nfew-tlork
^present
to
my
memory.
T
cannot
himself.
This
supposition
is
still
furthercd
tion that day had taken place for a Justice
Every atterdon
ly mind any act or thought that did fiad on the outside through an aperture cut
of the Peace—his son being the successful firmed by the facts stated in the follov ’
intbcoannel. A lighted coal or some other
brnpt
me
to
an
unfeigned
acknowledge

young
man. t W
n'ote,
from
Mr.
Hall,
the
editor
of
the
Phila*
candidate ; from which time he had not been
addressed 1 le s
ment of their favors as a public, and profound combustible was probably thrown info the
seen or heard of. Circumstances, it is said, delphia Daily Advertiser.—Salem Gar.
box from the entry—and the panneland box,
jected man .ep
warrant the belief that violence was commit
Mr. Poulson—It has been stated, recently, admiration of the private worth of those cir in the Counting Room were in fiâmes when
[•warning
by he a
cles
in
which
I
had
the
honour
of
moving.
ted upon the body of this unfortunate gentle in the “New York National Advocate,” that
Eve. Gar.
¡.path of vice
That I have committed an error, appears the fire was first noticed.
man. who has left a weeping and disconsolate the legal representatives of the late General
; atively mor ¿ life
family to deplore his loss. The City Council Hamilton, have instituted an action against too evident from the all-decisive voice of the
| the houses (' ill-f
PORTLAND NOV IL
have, in concurrence, offered a reward of Five Mr.^Rufus King, to recover possession of cer public ; but surely, it is but justice to the de
[then began b di
Hundred Dollars for any information that will tain papers, which were confided to his care linquent (whatever may be his enormities,) to
TRIAL FOR ARSON.
.pan v—and.
and. was
j.pany
.
be
allowed
to
make
reparation
where
the
of

convict the perpetrator or perpetrators of the by the deceased. Among these papers, ac
At the Supreme Judicial Court, now sitting
guilt, step 1 y sti
foul deed.
Bost. Pat.
cording to the conjecture of the editor of the fences were committed. My misunderstand in this town, Jane Robinson a coloured woman,
¡ scaffold up< ii wl
journal just quoted, will be found a copy of ings took place in Boston. To Boston I shall who was indicted for the crime of Arson, had
Haunched ir b
i et
Washington’s Farewell Address to the Peo assuredly go, to apologize for my indiscretion. her trial on Tuesday last*
From the Montreal Herald, Nov. 12.
(’pen
o
’
clock.
Wi
I
visit
this
country
now,
under
different
ple of the United States, in the handwriting of
The prisoner was charged with having wil
crying to € ujd f(
feelings and auspices than on a former occa
Shocking instance of Unfeeling Depravity.
Gen. Hamilton.
fully and maliciously set fire to the out build
execution, e m
sion.
—
Then
I
was
an
ambitious
man,
and
the
The existence of such a paper has been as
ings adjoining the dwelling house of Doctor
On Wednesday night, as a gentleman of
I guilt to tbfif cle
proud
representative
of
Shakespeare
’
s
heroes
;
this city was returning home from a friendly serted occasionally in conversation, and those the spark of ambition is extinctand I mere Dudley Folsom of Gorham, in the night time
him jn his1 111.
party, at about half past 11 o’clock, he was who would detract from -the fame of the illus ly ask a shelter in which to close my profes- ” of the £3dof June last—and that by such fir
Reynold i( wa
ing the dwelling house, as well as the out
accosted, near the National School, in most trious President, have insinuated that not on sional and mortal career.
j and has lef ■! a w
piteous accents by a female, who, he was both ly this, but several other compositions which
I ers to lame it hi
1 give the weapon into the hands of my en buildings were consumed. By the testimony
astonished and shocked to discover, as she pass under his name, were written by Gem emies ; if they are brave, they will not turn it produced on the part of the Government, it
I in the 23d ■ear
appeared that the prisoner had lived as a ser
drew near the light of a lamp, to be in the Hamilton.
against
the
defenceless*
Having inspected tlfe identical manuscript
state of nudity, without the slightest possible
Tt
EDMUND KEAN*. vant in the family of Doctor Folsom for some
from
which the address was first published, I
years previous to the time when the house was
covering that could either answer the pur
On the 2 id ii
Wasliington-Hall,
Nov.
15th,
1825.
burnt;—that on the morning after it was
poses of decency, or protect her from the, in think it is in my power to put this matter at
belonging to
We received the foregoing note last evening burnt, she left the family without any as
clemency of the weather : and also with her rest, and it appears to me a duty to do so.
through th of toi
accompanied
by
a
request
from
the
Manager
signable cause ;—that she wras the first who
to Kentucl i, fc
hands and arms strongly and tightly pinioned This manuscript is in the hand writing of the
of the Park Theatre, that it might be inserted discovered the fire, and gave a false ac
; English ec feat
behind her : so much so indeed, that we were individual whose name is subscribed to it, and
in our paper this morning.
count of the manner in which it took place ;
informed by the gentleman himself, that hav bears all the marks of being an original* It
If by the remark—that he has committed an pretending that it began where it did not,
wasplacedin
the
hands
of
the
gentleman
in
ing no knife, it took him more than twenty
Ji RA
error appea ls too evident from the decisive voice and could not from the facts proved—stating
minutes to unbind the unfortunate woman. whose newspaper it was first published, by the
i
On
Monc
iyla
of
the
public^'Mr.
alludes
to
his
conduct
that her chamber was on fire, her bed burnt
The statement which she gave of herself, on President himself. When the Address was
: alarmed b .. the
at Boston, and supposes that to be the ground and she herself obliged to jump out of the
printed,
this
publisher
begged
permission
to
re

being questioned, not appearing sufficiently
• cock, an ir labi
of the unfavorable reception he has met window, when in fact, on her leaving the
satisfactory to her liberator he threw his great tain the manuscript, observing that the original
\ alive in Mi | Eli
with here, we have ns doubt he labours under house, she was fully dressed. It further ap
of
so
important
a
document,
in
the
hand
writing
coat over the shivering sufferer, and followed
mile distance 1
a very serious mistake. It is primarily his peared that the prisoner had previously pre
her home, when he was quickly convinced of its author would be regarded as a “ precious
dered, and a fi
moral
conduct
which
excites
the
opposi

that she had not deceived him by falsehood. treasure.” Gen. Washington smiled, and said
dicted or-threatened the burning of the house
something &e
tion of so large a portion of the citizens of which subsequently took place ; and that this»
It appeared that she was a married woman, he was welcome to it. This paper and the pos
, shovels, '& F; i
New-York
to
his
appearance
on
the
stage.
was connected with, or in consequence of
and the mother of six children, and was, on sessor of it are still in existence—-his name is
taken frorr ijam<
w:ould How fir this apology will satisfy the public, her resentment at not bc*ng permitted, to go to
the night in question, from some dispute or withheld on this occasion, because
tvas literal F w
we pretend not to say.
Portland, at the time of the visit of Lafayette ;
other between them, turned out of doors in not be proper to expose him to the importuni
ders7or8(eet
and moreover that she had uttered expressions
the manner above described, by an unfeeling ties of idle curiosity. The inference from
i ^adly inju
LAFAYETTE.
indicating her determination of revenge.
monster, whose wife it was her ill fate to be. what has just been related is so obvious as to
^out the n ixt c
There were many other circumstances de
^An instance like this, ofcalm deliberate bru render comment unnecessary; no one will
An extract of a letter from an officer of the
tality, can scarcely find its parallel in the his doubt, henceforth, that the address proceeded Brandywine, published in the Baltimore Pat veloped in the course of examination of &
Horatic ■ G:
toric records of base and unprincipled cruelty from the pen and the heart of the being whose riot, gives the following interesting, particu number of witnesses, tending to establish the
i maintains hat
to the female sex, and is one which humanity fame is brightening as time rolls on. I regret lars of the meeting of General Lafayette with guilt of the accused—but no testimony of a
i
be cor den
that any thing should be said or done to dis his family, and his separation from the ves positive nature was offered. The cause was
giçkens to contemplate.
[ yield rain' L,
turb our faith in this remarkable paper—a sel which had the honor to bear him from our• managed with ingenuity, ability and faithful
| “shaking t .e <
ness on the part of the accused, by Messrs.,
; 'moisture t j'i th
A
The Derby Bank in Connecticut and the paper to which, if future ages should become shores:
. time, “whi | pi
Lombard Bank in New-Jersey, are reported degenerate,-posterity may recur as the Greeks
“We sent a boat on shore to inform the! Orr, and Greenleaf, and for the government,
repaired to the altar of of Apollo, for a sacred ( Aroerican Consul of dur arrival, and for him to> by Mr. Foote, the Attorney General. The
to have stopped payment.
. 7 act 0 i th«
'
sparl^to rehmdte hetr hgusehold fires when.
a steamboat t0 fend the General. Au testimony was impartially analyzed and sumI clouds.” t I
. tta bill, wi I b(
Fish Story.—We have seen it stated that a they had been polluted by the invasion of the boat was sent off from the shore to let us know' med up to the Jury by Chief Justice Mellen
ter regula' on
fish has been taken in the Bay of St. Louis, Persians.
the steam boat would be alongside by 9 o’- and Judge Preble, before wKbm the cause
I am -your obd?t servant,
- was tried ;—and after some deliberation a
gusts I ”
with several rows of eyes in its head, and
clock
with
all
the
General
’
s
family.
We
im

J. E. HALL.
mediately commenced getting ship in oyderr verdict of acquittal was returned.
with two tails ornamented with rows of eyes.
Port Folio Office, Nov.
1815,
stseasaâ

t Wr

I

w

'l“ey
off at tk 4
re hoisted ¡n p
' tnain
yard
in thrianA?
Qfl.teslliK

knots, when the five jumped in, there being a heàv^
EXTRAORDINARY.
•MR. BROWERE. .........
sea added to the velocity of the vessel, instantly drew
On
the
6th
inst.
the
Rev.
Dr.
Dana,
ot
Ips

list who has visited ¿he
J,he principal
the boat under water, when Mr Brown disappeared &
____
j This artist
cides in the Union, and is engaged in taking wich, delivered a discourse on the 60th anni was.not seen or heard afterward. The other four wè
ÜRDAŸ7NOVEMBER 26, 1825.
rt0 receive^
busts of several of the distinguished men of versary of his ordination, a copy of which are happy to say, were rescued and returned in safety.
In Concord, Mr. Ebenezer Boyce Lamson, junior
recwe them the«
the country, lately took a plaster cast from has been requested for the press. This ven proprietor of the Concord Gazette & Middlesex Yeo
FROM FRANÇE.
erable
Divine
is
in
his
83d
year,
and
gradua

man, in the twenty fifth year of his age.
he French brig Dryod, at Charleston1; the face of Mr. Jefferson. From the follow
ted at Cambridge in 1760.
In Buxton, Humphrey W. Eaton, Esq. Counsellor
rom Havre, dates to Oct. 12* have been ing account of the Operation, which we copy
at law ; formerly of Saco.
from the Richmond Enquirer, it would seem
nineteenth” congress.
In London, E. ist Oct. Mrs. Anne Moore, the pre
Paris papers speak of the probable that the celebrated artist, instead of preserv
The nineteenth Congress will assemble on tended fasting woman, in the 76th year of her age. Alei^andCoinMw-Sti1'
ing the physiognomy of the illustrious indi
* to Paris. Afe’* tioneofthe Chamber of Deputies, arithe 5th of the ensuing month. Many mem bo'ut the beginning of the year 1807, this extraordinary
om their discordance with the ministry, vidual on whom he operated, came near to bers, from this and other States, we have impostor lived at Tutbury, a village in Straffordshire,
where she first excited public attention, by declaring
shortening his days. It is perhaps probable
r salute was fir
¡suit of this discordance anticipated by
seen mentioned in the papers, as being al that she lived without food, and having offered to
itor of the Journal du Commerce, is the that the story is somewhat exaggerated.
ready on their way to the seat of government. prove the truth of her assertion, by submitting to be
Salem Peg.
Th,,2 ffe rejection by the Chamber of DepuA new Speaker is to be chosen. Mr. Taylor, watched for a considerable time, si»« was at iast de
We have received from Charlottesville the of New-York, and Mr. M’Lane, of Delaware, tected by a professional gentieman by the name of Fox.,
qn e on to blow a v2 the project of a law to give the ancient
who discovered that her daughter was in the habit of
,f '^[‘oaleeshoreAts of St. Domiago the money to be paid following account of the matter : “ Mr. Bro- have been mentioned as candidates.
conveying her food daily, and concealing it under the
w<»re
carried
letters
to
Mr.
J.
and
pne
from
1 d Phot and put ^[yer, and the retention of the same for
■ ..
... .
Sal. Gaz.
bed clothe«.
Mr. Madison ; the latteP had submittedlo the
_ al purposes.—Bost. Pal.
operation, and represented it as not painful,
Winncpisseogee Canal.—A company for the
SII1P NEWS,
the artist assured Mr. J. that liis mode completion of this Canal, has been organized
an extractor a l^r ¡entleman of our acquaintance, (says the a^d
;
more easy than that of an artist who had in Vortsmouth, and subscriptions for the
States. shipikfR / > Chronicle,) recently returned from a was
’
KENNEBUNK, NOV.
taken his bust. Instead of pursuing Stock. Capital $600,000.---- Shares $100
a
Constantinople, reports, that in peram- already
;
MEMORANDA.
-----Centinel.
N
(ng that extraordinary city, his attention the usual course of taking the face at one op eachi
Ar. at N. York sch. William, Bartlett, Kingston,
eration,
and
the
rest
of
the
head
at
another,
Y)RTn Carolina,14,) attracted by a crowd of persons who
Ue?7noni.—Governor Van Ness has declin Jam. 30.—Left, Oct. 19, a Saco brig for Philad. uac.
•/’
Oct 182$,, witnessing, at the corner of a street, the the whole was attempted at once. The plas ed being a candidate for re-election.
—the only Am. vessel in port
At Lisbon 19th uh. brig Frontier, of Eastport, for
le Rock onr
| ying of one*or two sacks, which were fil- ter was permitted to get too hard? and Mr. J.
J. B. Swanton, Esq. has been appointed S. America. 3 days.
drinking water wp
human wxrs, cut from the patriot was nearly suffocated. He had no other
Ar. at Alexandria lath inst. schr. Betsey* Siowman,
and of Paros, and
who in struggling fortheir liberty, mode of giving the alarm but by stamping Collector of the Port and District of Bath, in Wiscasset.
with
his
feet.
This
noise
alarmed
the
female
place of Mark Langdon Hili, removed.
^re so unfortunate
taken Priso^rs by the Turks.
aad ult. at Port au Prince, brig Eunice, Stevens, of
part of the family, who ran into the room in a
Saco, disch’g.
PUasonton anj
FROM KEwFrLEA^
moment. The plaster was so hard that it
BANGOR EXCHANGE.
A spacious and elegant building has lately
‘ I believe Ven
Orleans papers to the 26th ult. have had to be broken into pieces by means ot a
whose character 25 'received at New-York. The brig Mas-' hammer and chisel. The strokes were ne been erected at Bangor for an Exchange,
I ED bv .he subscriber 50 cords HEMfl of all who kne„ r’lsetts, from Boston, had arrived there, j cessarily hard, and the jars exceedingly dis which says the Bangor Gazette, “ exceeds in
vv
LOCK B/yRK for which the heightli of t,he
me to speak in U V on board most of the passengers of tressing. Even after the mould was broken, size and extent of plan any thing of the kind
ma/ ket will oe given not the highest.
st sorrow Ihave.r’1’'C™wford. Messrs. Mevry, Eliot, and the plaster had taken such firm hold on the in this State.” It is sixty-four feet long, sixty
Nov 26.
RALPH CURTIS.
f death of Mr iw' Sthers, who went on board another ves- ears that Mr. J. was doubtful whether they wide, and four stories high.—Portland Argus.
would
be
pulled
off
or
the
plaster
would
break.
diedwith El ' sKad also arrived. The Cotton market
Thursday, Dec. 1st, is appointed for the an
>m Napoli *
and no sales making—but little had It had to.be separated frorta other parts ofthe
neck and skin by running a kfq£e between.
'rely regretted bv^ed’ °wiaS t0 the !°Y State
‘he
nual Thanksgiving inVcrmpnt.
HE subscriber would iolorm nis friends and the
This operation, independent of the suffoca
public, that although his establishment is small,
wd particular,/ i '»'dures had taken place, and none were
he wid give as high a price for HIDES, as those
THE SEASON.
m he was a sri™! Icted> on account of the late cotton specu- tion, you will easily conceive, must have been
establishments that say they will give highest,
__
• mere loss. ls? which proved so disasterous to matjy very distressing. I . understand that Mr. J.
A drought, unparalled in the recollection great
Nov. 26
' RALPH CURTIS-says
he
had
his
arm
broken
and
his
wrist
put
of
our
oldest
inhabitants,
baS
for
some
time
T________________ e New-York merchants. ’
NDIARIE§.
e have been politely favored with the out of joint at the same moment, and the pain prevailed in this country. Few mills are
lave circulated within\3al of a ^tter, from one of the passengers of setting the one and putting the other in able to operate, and sawed lumber must inev
NE of the best Horses in this town is for sale by
iry attempts to set fei« Crawford, giving a particular account place, was far less than what this operation itably be scarce. There has been no rain since
DANIEL WISE, Jr. 8c Co.
Would you believe that this the early part of the summer, in sufficient i
city. The facts nn e disaster which that ship encountered on occasioned.
I Kennebunk, Nov* 25, 1825.
“
eccentric
”
artist
and
letter
writer
neither
quantity
to
sensibly
affect
the
large
streams,
I
were circulated hwS>ght ofthe lst of October- !t agrecs ,ln
for upon other suJr Particular with the accounts previously sympathised with the pain he had occasioned
these have consequently been gradually les
nor participated in the solicitude of the fami sening. A few moderate rains within a month
ning at 3 o’clock the d >hed- Jhe, writ®r statA that. tbJ
1 of the Courier prhVgth of the shlP’th? !’lldaumed decision ly. On the contrary, he was congratulating past have kept the surface of the ground moist, j mO be sold at Public Auction on Friday the 2d
freet,was discover aPl Rathb?ne’ an<1 ^e good conduct of himself with the exactness of the likeness, but they have not saturated the earth so as to ( A of December next, at 10 o’clock A. M. ?■ ; t. e
i was fortnnst^vAv. >fficers and crew, were under Providence and unfeelingly jested about the pain and dis aiiect the springs and wells, many of which wharf of Bonn ♦ & McCulloch, one CABLE 90
I Wu J w3. S rieansof his preservation and that of bis tress. His sensibility was alike blunted to have been for a long time dry. Should we fathoms, 13 1-2 inches, partially damaged, for the
benefit of all concerned.
the Cenfinri nffi w passengers. During the height of the the evidences of displeasure occasioned, by not have powerful rains before ■ the ground
Nov. 25.
im
S
the ship continued striking with great his untimely humor.
freezes, much inconvenience must be experi
from ’ i e dK« mce, on the bottom, in 20 feet of waterenced during the approaching winter. The
ipt X ::£i;>-ioUsiy drawingut 11 feet 1^
The Circuit Court of the United States, for weather, the present fail, has thus far proved
Rhode-lsland district, commenced term at remarkably mild, and the first ice of any T ORD & KINGSBURY, have just rec- ived an
the Counting Roomte £XE£-U-TJON OF BEFNQLDS.
assortment of THREAD LACES , Also,
Providence, or Tuesday last. Judge Story,- consequence we have noticed, wak made on
insiGo for (he rccepl^ saturday? James Reynolds was execu- presiding. In ihc case of Edward Dexter Saturday night, and a little of that staple arti TARTAN PLAIDS, which will be sold cheap
Nov. 18, 1825.
) which access nii^htb?in ]^ew_York, according to his sentence, and wife, against the editor of the Beacon, for cle was perceivable on the south shore of the
hroughan aperture < attention was paid t0 the unhappy a libel, the jury returned a verdict of $800.
Kennebec during Sunday.
ghted coal or some otfe
man. when under the scaffold, he
Gardiner^ (A/e.) Chronicle»
°batA thr0W\lllfA
the spectators in a cool and col
A very unfortunate accident occurred on
HHDS. Turks Island SAiu i . tor sale by
and the panner and ked manne^ admonished them to take Saturday morning about 9 o’clock, jn the
PRESERVING SHEEPSKINS.
. lord 8x Kingsbury.
family
of
Mr.
Hugh
R.
Kendall,
baker,
in
mi were in flames
by the awful spectacle, and shun the
Nov. 18,1825,
iced.
LTe. G(t:, x
vjcea jje sajd he had led a compar- Water*street. His son, a lad of about 15
A gentleman of this vicinity reconimchds
-----ely moral life until he commenced visiting years of age, had loaded a pistol, with pieces the following simple and easy process, lor
THE BAPTIST MAGAZINE,
PORTLAND NOV 11. houses of ill-fame at Corlear’s hook. He of lead, for killing rats, which infested the preserving sheepskins. As soon as the skin IT^OR NOV. is received and ready for delivery to
subscribers at J. K. Remich's Book Store.
pad zidcda/*
began to drink z mingled with evil com- premises. Taking it into his hands for the is taken off, pour upon it about a pint of warm
FOR ARSON.
y__°ndwasthusled on in the paths of purpose of examining it, and showing it to a water, roll it up and let it remain in sotne
udicial Court, now silli^ step by step, as he had ascended the -favorite little sister, it being a new purchase, warm place for about six hours. The wool
jbinson a coloured wwgbij upon which he then stood.
He was and without recollecting it was loaded, he may then be pulled perfectly easy, and the
r the crime of Arson,bached ¡n[0 eternity at a quarter before 1 pulled the trigger, and the pistol was suddenly skin is left in a better state for preservation,
HEATON’S noted ITCH OINTMENT,
y last.
ock. When the drop fell, he was earnestly discharged*. The contents thereof tore qway than when the usual mode of strewing on ash
which has stood the test against all other oint
> charged with havingijng to God for pardon. Previous to his the left side of her face, which was laid en es or lime, has been practised. The water
ment, the price of which lias been reduced from 50 to
y set fire to the out W:Cution, he made a full confession of his tirely open, and her life is despaired of. She should be about blood heat, as a higher tem 3 7< cents.
welling house of Do*|t to the clergyman who attended upon is about eight years of age. The young man perature will injure the skin.
ALSO,
is extremely afflicted with the disasterous oc
Hall- Advocate,
jorham, in the night Wijn- his cell.
Dr.
Darenport's
Billions Pills.
—Bost. Ev. Gaz.
ist—and that by such ¡Reynolds was a native of Massachusetts, currence.
For the time these Pilis havebeen offered to the pub
From
the
Woodstock,
Ft.
Sentinel,
Nov.
12.
It
is-said
that
at
the
late
fancy
ball,
at
•use, as well as the oq has left a wife, a father and several brothlic, the sale of them has exceeded the most sanguine
Mr. John Claig, of this county, aged 69, York, in England, the Marchioness of Lon expectations of the proprietor which may be fairly
umed. By the teslimont to lament his disgraceful end. He was
and his wife in the 75th year of her age, have donderry wora jew'els and other costly orna considered an acknowledgement of their many vir
irt of the Governmenl,i;he 23d year of his age.
Ib.
like Abraham and Sarah of old, been blessed ments, to the value of 30,000Z>—-more than tues.
risoner had lived as asf
— —
They are very justly esteemed for their tnild and
with a child to support them in the wane of 133,000 dollars.
The Marchioness’ dress safe operation as a cathartic in all cases where one is
f Doctor Folsom fors«
tuscumbia, (Alabama) qci. 25.
life.
The
good
old
lady
was
safely
delivered
furnishes
an
apt.
comment
on
the
reply
ofthe
e time when the house vOn the 23d inst. 'twenty-one Indian youths
necessary—they are a safe, and sovereign remedy in
sailor, who when asked why ships were de all billions fevers, pains in the head, stomach and bow
ie morning after it longing to the Choctaw nation, passed of a fine boy a few days ago.
signated as of the feminine gender, answered, els, indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness^ worms,
family without anyfrough this town on horseback, on their way
PORTSMOUTH, N. H. NOV. I 2.
that he knew not, unless because the rigging and billihus cholic—they are likewise an antidote alat she was the first ^Kentucky, for the purpose of receiving an
gainst infectious diseases, removing obstructions of ev
cost more than the hull.
Bos. Pat.
PROGRESS OF IMPROVEMENT.
e and gave a false aiiglish education.
-----ery kind by dissolving and discharging the morbid
Twenty one years ago, the stage left this
matter, helping digestion, restoring a lost appetite—a
>er in which it tookpb®
fredonia, (n. y.) nov. 10.
sure relief for costive habits. They are so accommo
place for Boston at 11 o’clock in the forenoon,
began where it
MIRACULOUS ESCAPE.
dated to all seasons and hourSj that they may be taken
the facts proved~Wn Monday last, near sunset, this village was and reached Boston the evening of the next
in summer or winter, aj: any time of the day, without
day
;
on
its
return
it
left
Boston
at
7
o
’
clock
MARRIED—In this town, on Thursday evening regard to diet or hindrance of business Their oper
as on fire, her bed Mrmed by the cry that Mr. Charles Woodred to jump out ftk, an inhabitant of this village, was buried in the morning, and arrived in Portsmouth last, by the Rev. N. H. Fletcher, Capt. William ation is so gentle and effectual, that by experience
they ate found to excel any other physic heretofore
het on her leaving ^ve in Mr. Elisha Tucker’s well about half a early in the afternoon of the second day. Lord to Miss Jane J. Larrabee.
In Kittery, on Sunday evening last, by Elder John offered to the public.
The
newspapers
printed
in
this
town
in
1794
dressed. It furtherile distance ! Immediate assistance was renBoothby, Mr. William Gordon, of York, to Miss
The genuine are covered with a check plate, with
Lner had previously fred, and a few moments brought together and 1795, usually had a column with the fol Hannah Parker, daughter of Theodore Parker, Esq. the design of the Good Samaritan, and the agents
1 the burning of tbeb’nething like a hundred people, with spades, lowing title; “ Latest news—from the Boston of the former place.name thereon.
In Henrietta, N. Y. Capt. Samuel Currier to Miss
ALSQ,
d i jace. and.thatfovels, &c.; and in about two hours he was papers of the day before yesterday.”
At present, the Boston papers of the morn Mary Archer. This is the seventh wife of Captain
I °° in consequent ken from among the stones alive, where he
Wheaton
’
s
Jaundice Bitters,
Currier ; his
was buried but three weeks before
h’ 1°< cr ncrinittete^s literally wedged in, his head and shoul- ing are distributed in this town at 11 o’clock he espoused the seventh.
Davenports Celebrated Eye Water,
ot
ncitnfLa&rs 7 or 8 feet below the surface, and not so in the forenoon, and reach Portland, 60 miles
A fresh supply of the above is kept in Kennebunk
N. B. Since the above was in type, we learn that
Journal.
ie of t e v
pXnressWly injured but that he was able to be a- beyond us, before night.
Mrs. C. has with or without provocation, left the bed by J. LILLIE—in Wells by N. Morrill—in Dover
ihc had u
r ut
next j
and board of Capt. Currier, leaving him again a discon by Wheeler & Tufts—by the Druggist in Portland
rmtnation of reven,
j
-----and Boston, and by some persons in the principle
Rochester, (N. P.) paper
A letter from the United States Consul at solate widow.
ffiTT I~1iiiiJiWMII< i <|HI IWMBillMIBII—illlHWM———I Wl—MH I BUM Mil I
towns from Maine to Georgia.
y other eirGU®.^^0iip[oratio Gates Spaflbrd, of- New York, Liverpool, to the Secretary of State, states,
Oct. 1,18^5.
eowry
>urse of cxaegtayjsh ikintains that the moisture in the atmosphere that several American vessels had been refus
——
is, tending to e
be condensed, and the clouds be made to ed entry at that port for not having manifests
DIED—In Kennebunk-pon, Nov.9th, Capt. James
O be sold at Public Auction by order of Court,
;ed—but ncjjgid rain by the firing of cannon—thus, by of tobacco they had on board duly certified Perkins, aged 83.
Drowned on the night of the 19th, Mr. Charles
on the twelfth day of December next, at,
j offered. 1
fAaking the clouds” they will yield their by the British Consul.
Brown, a worthy and respectable young man who
nine o’clock A. M. the following estate of Richard
nuity, ability a ^jisture to the earth. He anticipates the
has followed the sea from this place for a number of Gillpatrick, situate in the village of Kennebunk,
of the accuse , - ^e, “when publick provision will be made,
Messrs. A. & A. Lawrance of this city years past, as first mate with honour to himself, and on the Mousam river, the homestead farm of ¿aid
f, and for the go
act of
j legislature, for “shaking the have imported in the brig Congress from satisfaction to his employers. The circumstances as Richard, and one half of the Carding Machine or
e Attorney Gene
been weq observed that London, Sixteen' Sheep, (Rams and Ewes,) of near as we can recollect are as follows : Mr. Brown to Factory, so called, on the eastern side, and one half
gether with four others had assisted in getting out of the ofthe Grist Mill on the western side of the Mousam
artially anaivze
vyqj
entitled. An act for the bet- the Lincolnshire and South Downs breeds— harbour the Brig Florida, and were about leaving her river.—Sale to be on the premises.
r by Chief
1 / regulation of rain storms ' and thunder the first of the kind ever imported into the in the boat which was in tow alongside, the wind blow
BENJAMIN SMITH
before whom
sts >>
Bos- Pat
ing fresh and the vessel going at «the ra^e of 6 or 8 . Nov.'26,1825country*—Bost» Pat»
after some d*®
i „.nc returned'

Bark Waited.

Hides

T

Valuable Horse for Sale.

O

Public Auction.

Thread Laces.

SALT.

Wheaton’s Itch Ointment»

W

^menial

• ©tjituarj?.

T

■■

Hides Wanted

Sheriffs Sah.

E NOTICE.

YORK, ss.—October 28th, 1825.
At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, ‘within and
AKEN by virtue of three Executions and to
ASH and Leather given for hides at the moderate
for the county of York,on the thirty-fir st day of Octo
soid at Public Vendue, on Wednesday thetj
price of Six dollars per hundred,-by
ber in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
tieth day of November ne^t, at three of the clod
JOTHAM. PERKINS.
tnventy five.
, ,
,
the afternoon, at the store of General Elisha Allen.
Kennebunk, November 18, 1825.
Voi
NJEHEMIAH B. SHOREY, Executor of the last Sanford, in said County, all the right in equity ¡j I
IN
will and testament of Joshua Chase, late of Samuel Qrint and Wentworth Quint, have in re(|e{ ■
South Berwick in said County, Cleik, deceased j hav ing the following described Real estate ; bounds i
ing presented his first account of administration of the follows: beginning at the town road in said Sanfe I
estate of said deceased for allowance.
that runs by Sheldon Hobbs and John Quint on, ,
ORDERED, That the said Executor give notice to easterly side of said road, and runs by land of '
WILLIAM
all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order Hobbs an easterly course to land of Moses pjut^ |
HAS RECEIVED AND EQR SAT^E,
to be published three weeks successively in the Kehne thence northerly by s-aid Plummer’s land to finj [
O PIECES Super, black Broad Cloths : pieces
Here’s a heal th .for those 1 love,
Coni?4TJO!
bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may John Quint, thence westerly by said Quint’s ¡and \
&
W
Coatings
:.
Forest
Cloths
&
Pelisse
Cloths
:
And a smile for those I hate,
appear at a Probate Court to be held at York, in said the road aforesaid, thence by said road "to the p).;
course
< : the
pieces Satinetts: pieces Cassinetts 3 pieces indigo
le e
CountVj on thé last Monday of November- next, at began at containing nine acres more or less,
And, whatever sky’s above,
til
after
Checks : pieces Chambrays: pieces Bombazetts; ten of the clock in th.e forenoon, and shew cause, if
Here’s a heart for any fate.
barn
thereon
;
Aho
one
other
tract
or
parcel
of
disconti lued
pieces Cambric prints : pieces Caroline Plaids ? Vaanv they have, why the same should not be allowed
lying in Sanford aforesaid, on the westerly side of j
lencia, Marseilles, English and American Vestings;
J
JONAS CLARK Judge.
Th<? the ocean roar around mb,
town
road,
and
bounded
as
follows
;
beginning
|
cok’d Cassimere Shawls ; Angola do ; Chintz do.
Copy—Attest,
said road by land of Richard Plummer, and runni j
It still shall bear me on ;
Camel’s hair Mantles ; elegant wrought, white Lace
a
GEO. THACHER, Regr.
by said Plummer’s land the length of his two acre!'
Green Veils ; Do. ; plain silk Lace ; Flag Silk and. II Nov. 12.
Tho* a desert should surround me,
about forty rods a westerly course, thence by the j I
cotton Hdkfs ; Italian and Cambric Muslin Cravats ;
It hath springs that may be won. ‘
of said two acres a southeasterly course, to
plain and figr’d imitation Muslins ; Cambric Muslins ?
SïR : < hai
,
Hobbs thence by land of said Hobb?a . J
Linens ; Linen Cambrics ; white and brown Cambrics, To the Honorable, the Justices of the Court of Com Sheldon
Were it the last drop in the well,
prepare,r| in i
erly
course
to
land
of
Richard
Plummer
a
little
i;,
:
I
mon
Pleas
to
be
begun
and
holden
at
Alfred,
•with(
l&c.—with a variety of fancy articles.
As I gasped on the brink,
10 the a à to
Marsh, so called, thence by said Piunn>
in andfor the County of Tork, on the third lues-. great
,
I havlithe
’Ere my fainting spirits fell,
day of October A. D. 1825.
1 land a northerly course to lahd of Nath’i and Ji [
your obildien
Quint,
thence
by
said
Nath
’
i
and
John
Quint
’
s
jj
|
’ Fis to thee that I would drink :
HUMBLY
represent
John
Spring
of
^aco,
in
said
'
....LJKEtVISE..^
Nath’i Quint’s land an easterly course to <; [
Ceunry, Esquiie, Daniel Granger, Andrew and
;
The
th
i Hhds. windward Island RUM ;
tn that water,' as this wine,
Scamman, and Joseph Granger, all of Saco aforesaid, road, thence by said road to the place began at; ® i
i Bags green COFFEE
(the
taining
forty
one
acres
more
or
less,
witn
a
dweh
The libation I would pour
Merchants, Langley Boardman, and John Abbott,
. —ALSO—
In obiiew
Should be—Peace to thee and thrhej
both of Portsmouth, in the County of Rockingham and House thereon; the same being subject to two Mon^
HOLLOW
State of New-Hampshire, Merchants ; that they are deeds to Elisha Allen, Esq. of said Sanford, Or
And a health to thee, Tom Moore.
tentar/'to t
PUBLIC NOTICE. All persons indebted to C. seized in fee simple and as tenants in common with said deeds is for the sum of one hundred and si;/
lhe Tre.’¿SUH
I
| W. Williams, are requested to make immediate set persons unknown, of and in a certain lot or parcel of nine dollars and seventy nine cents, dated
May, 1 oo,t
January
1819,
interest
from
said
date
recorded
on
.
tlement with Wm. Williams.
real estate, situated in Biddeford in said County of
honor t sub
and
37th
page
6f
the
load
Book
of
Records,
thee;
Kennebunk, Oct. 28,1825.
York, known by the name of the lower mill privilege,
1 Oft* ?Pi
.
FIN <KE N in Execution and will be Sold
er
is
for
the
sum
ef
one
hundred
dollars
and
ninety
Set off and described in a division of certain real ¿state,
Yor^k, ss.
at p^jic Vendue, at the Store of
agreeably to articles of agreement made and entered cents ; deed dated the 17th of November 1820, inii,
' FKANCIS A. EtOBD,
Then bei
Benjamin Dollar, in Parsonsfield, on Thursday the
into by William Phillips and John Briggs, both of est from date, recorded oft the 108th page of;
No. 3, Phiznix Building.
of excis I, or
fifteenth day of December next, at two of the clock
106th Book of Records.
Boston,
in
the
County
of
Suffolk,
Commonwealth,
of
der theâith<
FFERS for sale his stock of GOODS, consisting
P. M.all the right, title and interest which Joseph
JOSEPH EMERSON, D. Sheriff
reven by
of almost every article that is called for, at very Massachusetts, the sixteenth day of June A. D. 1718,
Doe has in a certain lot of land situated in Newfield,
Nov
J.
by Lewis Bane, Joseph Hill, together with Abraham
tirely fií9m
in said County, containing seventy five acres more or reduced prices for CASH.
—
----------------5
----—
----------------------------Preble as surveyor ; which division was made the
ported, Indi
J
Oct. 29.
less, and is all the land said Doe now owns in Said
tenth day of September A. D 1718, and recorded on
public andí
New eld, however the same is bounded ; said land is
tire books of record of said County of York, Septera
which s jail
!
mortgaged to Francis S. Grace and Rufus McIntire,
her eleventh A. D 1718, and by them described as fol "PUBLISHED by LINCOLN & EDMANDS,
dividen ion
n
Esq for one hundred and twenty dollars, dated De
JL Washington-street, Boston. For sale wholes
lows
:
beginning
at
the
river
side
of
the
second
small
of taxe¡^ due
HAS JUST BECEWEty
cember 9th, 1822.
brook above the ruins of the old fort, and runneth up and retail at JAMES K. REMICH’S Bookstore,fo
■ paytìt¿nts
Terms made known at the time and place above AN extensive assortment of
said brook northwest about thirty poles, to a stake nebunk.
temper ry 0
mentioned.
,~
The American Arithmetick, by.James Robin«;
English,
Italian,
drove in the ground on the south ¿de of the brook,
as will I
TOBIAS RICKER, Dept. Sheriff.
and runs from thence o^er the middle of the
by jnn. intended as a Sequel to the Elements of Aritfe
where ■
stick
Nov. TO, 1825
2,6 •
the bouse where Samuel Cole now liveth-, and from tick. This work contains all the rules necessary^
the Pos ):
thence to the upper part Of the aforesaid falls, as also adapt it to Schools in cities and in the country, ti
million Idol
¡i
Convenient ways to pass and ^gpass to and from said bracing Commission, Discount, Duties, Annuiiie
for the most
t
Oct. 28.
mill or mills when built through all parts of the whole Barter, Guaging, Mechanical Bowers, &c. &c.
extensif ar
combines
mental
and
practical
arithmetick,
and
e
of said lands hereafter set fourth, and divided unto
manner f the
hHO be sold at Public Vendue, by virtue of a
JI.
cense from the Supreme Judicial Court, on
said Partners as shall be adjudged necessary,1 contain braces the various improvements in modern iM
utingte the
ing about six acres of find. The sard Spring is seiz Although the work is put at a low price it witllf
ity of tl t|co
“
Monday the twentieth dry of December next, at
ed of twelve undivided forty eighth parts, the said D. found to contain a greater quantity of matter th
The ?ret r
tw > of thè clock in the afternoon, on the premises,
And
THOMAS
MINIATURE
Granger, Andrew Scamman' and Joseph Granger, of most of the School Arithmetick s in general use,
importi;And
about one acre of land lying in Kenm. * ink-Port, and
two and one half undivided forty eighth parts, and
ed to
bounded as follows :—-Northeasterly by Main Street,
FOR
RECOMMENDATIONS.
Then:ttua
the sard Boardman and Abbott, of twb and one half
Northwesterly and Southwesterly by ’he highway—
sourcest-du
t
Bowdoin School {Boston}- March 29, ilfy,
Southeasterly by land of John Davis, together with
undivided fortv eighth parts, with other persons un
18^0,
the loa ; of Í
Gentlemen -We haye examined Robinson’s
known to your Petitioners, in the premises 5 that they
the dwelling house standing thereon, being the prop
to disci ca.rg<
érty of Abigail Walker Burbank, Hannah Foster
cannot possess, occupv and improve their parts to ¡can Arithmetick, recently published by you:s
Just received and for Sale at .
Vi.'
Bmbank, and Lydia Walker Burbank, minors, and
any advantage, while the same lay in; common and Un have no hesitation in giving it as our opinion, that it
JAIOES
2£.
BaHWtfS
Castsms,
children of Mo rs Burbank, late of said Kennebunkdivided, as aforesaid; but wholly lose the profits a work, which needs only to be known to be exit
BOOK STORE.
Pubi)TLí
Port. Conditions of sale will be made khown at
'thereof; Wherefore they pray, that notice may be lively patronized
That the arrangement is goo
Divii ’ ¡fendi
Nov. 4, 1825the opening of the Vendue.
AnWin due form of law, and that their part of the ^he rules full and explicit, and adapted to the op«
I
OLIVER WALKER,}“^«.
premises may b'e set off and assigned to them in sev ; ties of children. The mental arithmetick, witlnA
States,
it is interspersed, and the questions for examine
eraltv ffem the part of those unknown.
y
JOHN SPRING,
teraal l|tii
will, we think, enhance its value and usefulness.
Kennebunk-Port, Nov- 19, 1825rect tarjes,
DANIEL GRANGER,
Your obedient servants,
dental .Ipce
ABRAHAM ANDREWS,'
ANDREW SCAMMAN,
And For Sale at J. K. REMICH'S Bookstore,
Repi ?Ymf
f. H. BELCHER,
■ L NGLEY BOARDMAN,
vanees ma
Barnabas whiTney,
ASH and the high, st puce given for HIDES SMITH & JONES’ Collection of Hymns.
JOHN ABBOTT.
Oct. 29.
Wat De]
SAM’L T. ADAMS.
. nd SKINS by AARON GREEN, at his t nBy their Attorney’s, •
for sericei
ya-d in Kennebunk-port, or at JOHN EMERY’S
Messrs. Lincoln & Edmands.
STORER & GOODWIN.
plies, i nor
¡
Copy—Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
at Kennebunk landing.
of July |81
'
To Messrs. Lincoln & Edmands.
No-. 19, 1825.
Loai üAna
Gentlemen'— We have carefully examined the Aik
STATE OF MAINE.
the act:
ican
Arithmetick,
and
have
no
hesitation
in
sayisj
LL persons indebted to the late firm of HAYES & York, ss.—4/ tie Court of Common Pleas begun and
May, : J24,
held at Alfred, ¿within andfor the County of York, on we think it a better system for the common scW
BOURNE, are requested to .make payment by
vide fo ( th
To close a Concern.
of our country, than any other with which we areai
the last of November—Those Who wish to save ex the third Tuesday of Octob. r being the eighteenth
of the < |om
quainted.
JNO. SNELLING,
day ofsaid month, A. D- 1825.
under iet
pence must call within that time,
B. D. EMERSON,
N
the
foregoing
petition,
the
Court
order,
that
f . Spain;
OLIVER BOURNE.
ANDREW C DAVISON,
the
petitioners
notify
all
persons
interested,
to
Mali àg,
Kennebunk-port, October 28, 1825.
Opposite, the Meeting House.
LUTHER PARKER.
appear at the next term of this Court, to be held at
balano in
ILL sell his remaining stock of ROOM PA
•
Adams
School,
Boston,
June
xr,
1825.
Alfred, within and for said Coufity of York, on the
ury on rìhe
PERS at Cost—consisting of about 800 roles
O. HIISSET, .Attorney
Law. second Tuesday of February next, by causing an at
uary, : 24
d -f 40 different patterns.
The
American
Arithmetick,
by
James
Robinw
TJ AS removed from his former stand in the Phoenix tested copy of said petition and this order thereon,
Those vhoarein want of the above, will find it Jtl building, and taken an Office in the adjoining to be published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed af: jun. was introduced into the Schools under our e
An i
adv ot.tageous.to call and ex tinine them.—-Ä lar^e
Kennebunk, three weeks successively, the last public struction, by direction of the Trustees, soon after t
The regi
new building of Daniel Wise Jr. & Ço.
assort>uen’- cf
publication.
Having
used
it
for
several
months,
t
ation
to
be
thirty
days
at
least,
before
said
next
term,
Èennebunk, Nov. 5, 1825.
Unitec ©ta
have
no
hesitation
in
giving
it
our
decided
approt;
that all persons interested may then and there shew
brand is:
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said peti lion, and in recommending it as equal to any work i
defray
at lo w prices.
the
kind
that
has
fallen
under
our
observation.
tion should not be granted.
, ,
Dome! 1C £
S
BIGELOW,)
Ins
trusters
in
th
N-v. 19.
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
2d. Ti ose
S.
BARRETT.
£
Public
Schools
Copy-Attest, JERE. BRADBURY,
and pi inci
P. CONANT, J in Charles» ;
The act
s
Nov- 12.
Charlestovsn, June 1825.
counts du
HO would nut risk a few dollars for the chance
AS just received a large supply of the above arti
Bradford Academy, April 2'9/1'^
V
of a prize of the following amount ? The
cles of prime quality which he will sell at Bos
Mr. RoblNson,—Dear Sir, witl> much pleasure
Civ , I
lowest among them is worth the attention of those ton prices for Cash, or on a long credit as best suits
acknowledge
the
receipt
ofa
copy
of
your
“
Amts
and M fee
who want mon-y—A farmer of Worcester county a the purchaser.
riNHE subscribers; appointed by the Hon. Jonas
Milii ury
few weeks since for tne small sum of §5, was put in
JL
Clark, Judge of Probate for the County of can Arithmetick.” I have attentively exammedt—ALSO—
work; and find it a valuable production. The n®
.cludin ! fo
"
possessi n .»f g25 000. a fortune for life.—A gentle
York,
Commissioners
to
receive
and
examine
the
CAYENNE ; PEPPER SAUCE ;
is well arranged, and the rules are clear' and exp®
ordn a |e,
man in Augusta for a like small sum was put in pos
claims
of
creditors
to
the
estate
of
LEMON SYRUP ; WRITING PAPER ;
am very glad that you have not, like many otM
partm ®t,session of gl0,000-A poor apprentice boy in Portland
QUILLS ; best INK constantly on hand ;
ISAAC DOWNS.
; neglected the important rule of annuities. 1 consiit
tionar r| at
at
for the trifling sum of $1 25, has within a f w days
PUTTY ; a fresh supply of Baker’s No. 1 CHOC» late of Lyman in said Courfty, joiner, deceased, intes the work as highly deserving of public patron^
pensic s, t
received one quarter part of a prize of JgSOOO ; and
tate, represented insolvent, hereby give notice*, that- That it may meet with the encouragement v®
militi^ ran
it is but a few months since a prize of $1000 was OLATE, at the Manufacturers prices.
il/^Cash paid for clean JUNK BOTTLES, and they will attend for. that purpose, at the office of Na!- think it justly merits, is the sincere wish of
prior 1 'th
drawn by two persons in this village—A quarter
Hemlock
GUM,
as
above.
than Dane Appleton, in Alfred, in said County, on
nary,
ticket a prize of $100, was paid here yesterday, be
Yours, respectfully,
Oct. 29.
BENJAMIN GREENLEff
the last Saturdays of each of the six following months
■ Næ il
sides many other smaller prizes in the course of the
from two fo five o’clock in the afternoon of said days.
eludió ç t
-week past. Those that risk nothing, surely may
incret :te c
PHINEHAS RICKER,
To the Hon Senate and House of Reftreseniatiw l
expect nothing.
NATHAN DANE APPLETON.
Put fc ]
10,000 Dollars.
20,000 Dollars,
the State of Maine to be convened at Porl.lw ”
LARGE quantity of new Honey of a respectable
October 31, 1825.
nbv. 12.
3,000 Dollars.
1 000 Dollars,
the
first
Wednesday
of
January
1826.
character» for sale cheap by
Ler dni
30,000 Ddllai s,
100.000 Dollars.
ESPECTFULLY represent the subscribers^
ury, c 1 th
5,000 Dollars.
2 000 Dollars,
itants of the town of Kennebunk, in the Co®1,
Nov. 5.
15.000' Dollars,
2,000. Dollars.
of York, that the Mousani river passing through ®
Thi dif
50 000 Dollars.
1,000 Dollars,
towri, is not at present navigable for vessels of il
ted in he
Dollars.
4,990 Dollars,
40,000
__
____
HpHE subscriber'hereby gives notice to all per- than ten tons, and that great advantages would
recon |ei
Chances for the above splendid prizes may be had
was g yer
for comparatively a trifling sum—Information given
sons indebted to him while doing business to said town and others in the vicinity, front waj
rectio Ibi
on application to the subscriber. 1
at Sanford,
is under
tinder the
the necessity
necessity 01
of co
col-- sstid river navigable for vessels of larger burthen- .
rpHE subscriber haS taken a Gating Room for a at
banfora, that
that he
he is
petitioners believe that said river may be improve '
conch Jei
CUMBSBXaAW
OXFOBD
1
few days in the store at the head of Stone & , lectmg the same by the first day of January next opening a different channel to the* sea.—They1 .
under rhe
CANAL LOTTERY, 6th Class,
Perkins’ wharf, where those who are indebted to him —he hopes that every one will take advantage of fore pray that they together with such others as •
paid i ito
to be drawn in about forty days—Capital prize
are requested to call and make payntent.-yHe hopes this seasonable notice and that he shall not be un- associate with them may be authorized and emp° *
uary.
that all against whom he has demands, will coniply der the necessity of putting any one to cc&t.
Thrif
ed, to build a dam across the present river or cana< ■.
with the above request and prevent him the disagree
three ÎTSI
called),
canea;, at any place
piace between
uciwccu the mouth
muuu<
JOHN FROST, 3d
able necessity of leaving their demand £' with a Lawyer.
toha^ ia¡
the head of tide water, and to turn the present cu •
Kennebunk, Oct 28, 1825.
Tickets for sale by the subscriber.—Present price
.
1 , same
;■ _ may
_____ .______
JO9tPU M. HAYES.*
of„ said
river, saas that. the
runîxMtws»?
ihtothes^,
5 z:
of whole Tickets, $4 5'0—Halves, $2 50—Quarters
Cui L..
' Kennebunk-Poh, Nov. 11, 1825.
3W
OU
any place between the present mouth of the same
$1 25—Eighths, 62 1-2 ctsj—and will rise soon.
Pul ÙC
mouth of the river as it formerly ran, and also to
BARNABAS PALMER. .
Div to
any other dams between the said two points,an'a _
Nov. 19.
in the çL:
straighten said river wherever your petitioners
G-RjEHMOUG®
BODWEIi.
States •
necessary.
,
'ISH to purchase a few hundred Bushels of each, consider
<
OS. G. MOODY, has for sale, a few thousands
A good assortment of Justice Blanks
DANIEL-SE
WALL,
and
’
many
first quality CLAPBOARDS.
for which a fair price will be given. •
I
Nov.
for Sale at this Office.
. Nov. 12.
Ñov. X2'.

The sympathy and friendship with which great
minds regard each other, suggested the following
elegant and appropriate Farewell, from Lord BïRON, to the friend whose name it bears
My boat is on thé shore,
And my bark is on the sea ;
But ere I go, Tom Moore,
Here’s a double health to thee.

T

C

X

Fresh Goods.... Cheap.
WILLIAMS,

I Crockery & Glass AVare.
\HARD AMD

WARE.

Sheriff’s Sale.

O

American Arithmetick

■OWEN' BURNHAM,
French,
Some

India, cind

GOODS.

Public Vendue.

The Maine Farmer's
’
ALMANAC

Just Published,

Hides and Skins Wanted.

C

Notice.

TAPER HAXGlXGS.....At Cost

A

®HIS1»

O

W

Books and Stationary,

Splendid Frizes.

W

at

Drugs and ffaints.
JOÎÏîFMÏ»E.Ï£,
H

Commissioners' Notice*

A

ŒZNotice

Notice- ■

Warranted Clapboards.

J

Flax Seed ty* White Reans.
tí

W

R

